ROLLED STRUCTURAL SHAPES

Full, 360° rings, with joints:
- Welded
- Tacked
- Open butt joint
- Coiled

Segments, less than 360° arc, with ends:
- Untrimmed
- Rough trimmed
- Finish trimmed

Hold Degrees and Tangents:
- Degrees or Arc Length can be held.
- Tangents can be specified on one or both ends.
- Multiple radius combinations.

Bolt holes:
- Drilled
- Punched

Slots:
- Punched

Special sections:
- Forming angle or channel shapes from sheet or plate.
- Special size Angle, Channel & Beam by shortening flanges.
- WT shapes made by splitting wide flange beams.

“If Its Round, Call Arntzen”
800-957-7655
Fax 815-334-0778
www.ArntzenRolling.com